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ABSTRACT: Blue, green, and red emitting silver quantum clusters have been prepared
through green chemical approach by using a bio-active peptide glutathione (reduced) in a
50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.46. This study describes fluorescence emission tuning of
the silver clusters by making different sized Ag clusters using slightly different reaction
conditions keeping the same stabilizing ligand, reducing agent, solvent system, and silver
salt precursor. The preparation procedure of these silver quantum clusters is new and
highly reproducible. Each of these clusters shows very interesting fluorescence properties
with large stokes shifts, and the quantum yields of blue, green, and red clusters are 2.08%,
0.125%, and 1.39%, respectively. These silver quantum clusters have been characterized by
using different techniques including fluorescence spectroscopy, UV−vis spectroscopy,
field-emission gun transmission electron microscopic (FEG-TEM) imaging and MALDI-
TOF MS analyses. MALDI-TOF MS analyses show that the size of these blue, green and
red emitting silver clusters are Ag5 (NC1, nanoclusters 1), Ag8 (NC2, nanoclusters 2) and
Ag13 (NC3, nanoclusters 3), respectively, by using 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid as a matrix. These clusters are stable in broad
ranges of pH. The NC3 (red emitting) has been successfully utilized for selective and sensitive detection of toxic HgII ions in
water by using even naked eyes, fluorometric, and calorimetric studies. The lower limit of detection of HgII ions in water has been
estimated to be 126 and 245 nM from fluorometric and UV−vis analyses, respectively. Enthalpy change (ΔH) during this HgII
sensing process is 2508 KJ mol−1.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Conventional fluorophores such as organic dyes and semi-
conducting quantum dots have their limitations due to poor
photostability, toxicity, and poor biological applicability.
However, noble metal clusters1−7 are very promising
alternatives for sensing,8−15 imaging,16−23 and other applica-
tions24−29 owing to their tiny size, excellent photostability
against photobleaching, good processability, and extremely low
toxicity. Noble metal nanoparticles show surface plasmon
resonance and size dependent optical property.30 Further
reduction of size of gold and silver nanoparticles down to 2 nm
or below creates a fascinating fluorescence property of these
elements in their respective tiny form.1−7 These clusters exhibit
a molecule-like electronic transition. Generally, the synthesis of
silver quantum clusters involves first the reduction of AgI salts
to Ag0 and then subsequent stabilization of these nascent
clusters by using suitable stabilizing agents. There are different
techniques for the reduction including radiolytical,31 photo-
chemical,32 sonochemical,33 electrochemical,34 and chemical35

methods. Various stabilizing agents including dendrimers,32

proteins,36 thiols,37 peptides,38 and others39−41 have been
utilized. Though there are many reports on organic phase
synthesis of silver quantum clusters,34 preparation and
stabilization of silver quantum clusters in aqueous medium is
still challenging and water dispersible fluorescent quantum
clusters have immense applications in biochemical sensing and

bio-imaging.1 Peptides with free thiol, carboxylic acid, and
amino group are good stabilizing agents for silver/gold
quantum clusters due to their good water solubility and
thermodynamic stability. Though there are several methods of
preparing and stabilizing gold and silver quantum clusters, there
exists only a few reports to tune the fluorescence emission of
gold or silver clusters by making different sized gold/silver
quantum clusters. Synthesis of Ag15 clusters using bovine serum
albumin (BSA) by a simple wet chemical route has been
reported.35 Mercaptosuccinic acid has been utilized for the
synthesis of Ag7 cluster using sodium borohydride as a reducing
agent.39 Mattoussi and co-workers have developed polyethylene
glycol appended lipoic acids for the synthesis of highly
fluorescent silver quantum clusters.41 Jin and co-workers have
reported the synthesis of silver quantum clusters using meso-
2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid as a stabilizing agent and sodium
borohydride as a reducing agent.37 Zhu and co-workers have
reported the intracellular imaging and nuclear staining by using
silver quantum clusters.17 Pradeep and co-workers have
demonstrated the catalytic property of metal oxide supported
silver quantum clusters for the reduction of various nitro
compounds.42 There are a few reports on the variation of the
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gold/silver cluster size either by changing the solvent or by the
alteration of stabilizing ligand.38,43−46 However, preparation of
different sized silver quantum clusters with different color
fluorescence emission using the same solvent, silver salt
precursor, stabilizing ligand and reducing agent is really a
challenging issue. So, there is a real need for the research and
development of making different sized silver clusters with
tunable emissive property from blue to red in water at
physiological pH by using the same silver salt, reducing agent,
stabilizing ligand and the solvent system.
In this study, we report the synthesis and characterization of

three distinct colors: blue (NC1: nanocluster 1), green (NC2:
nanocluster 2), and red (NC3: nanocluster 3) emitting
fluorescent silver quantum clusters by using sodium borohy-
dride (reducing agent), a bio-active peptide, reduced form of
glutathione (stabilizing ligand) and silver salt (AgNO3) in water
at pH 7.46. Interestingly, the preparation of blue and green
emitting silver clusters shared similar reaction conditions
including the same amount of ligand, same amount of reducing
agent, solvent, and temperature used, except the different
concentration of the silver salt used. The condition for making
a red emitting silver cluster is different from those of blue and
green emitting silver clusters, as relatively low temperature is
used for making the red emitter Ag cluster, keeping other
conditions including solvent system, the stabilizing ligand,
reducing agent, and precursor silver salt identical. MALDI-TOF
MS analysis clearly reveals that these three different color
emitting clusters have different sizes: Ag5 is blue emitting, Ag8 is
green emitting and Ag13 is red emitting. Moreover, the red
emitting silver quantum clusters have shown very selective and
highly sensitive detection of highly toxic HgII ions in water not
only by using fluorescence spectroscopic method but also
through naked eyes.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Reduced glutathione and sodium borohydride were

purchased from local chemicals SRL, India. Other chemicals including
AgNO3, Na2HPO4, and NaH2PO4 were purchased from Merck,
Germany. Reference dyes for quantum yield calculation were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. Water used for this study was
ultra pure Milli-Q grade.
Synthesis of Blue Emitting Silver Quantum Cluster (NC1). 10

mg of reduced glutathione was taken in a 50 mL round bottom flask. 4
mL of 50 mM phosphate buffer of pH 7.46 was added to it. 1 mg of
AgNO3 in 500 μL Milli-Q water was added to that solution and stirred
for a few minutes at room temperature. The round bottom flask was
then fitted with a bulb condenser and the reaction environment was
made inert by using argon gas balloon fitted to the condenser. The
total set up was put into an oil bath and it was kept under vigorous
stirring with a bath temperature of 140 °C. Two milligrams of NaBH4
in 500 μL of Milli-Q water was then added to the hot reaction mixture
slowly. The progress of the reaction was monitored using fluorescence
spectroscopic and UV−vis studies. After 16 h of reaction time, the
total solution became very light brown in color. This solution showed
a blue color luminescence behavior under an UV torch of wavelength
365 nm. This NC1 solution was used for all studies without any
purification.
Synthesis of Green Emitting Silver Quantum Cluster (NC2).

The synthetic procedure for the preparation of the green emitting
silver quantum cluster (NC2) was somewhat similar to that of NC1,
except the amount of AgNO3 used was 5 mg in 500 μL of Milli-Q
water. This as-prepared solution showed a green color luminescence
behavior under an UV torch of wavelength 365 nm. This NC2 solution
was used for all studies without any purification.
Synthesis of Red Emitting Silver Quantum Cluster (NC3).

Here 5 mg of reduced glutathione was taken in a 5 mL glass vial. 1.8

mL of 50 mM phosphate buffer of pH 7.46 was added to it. Then 1 mg
of AgNO3 was added to that solution and stirred for a few minutes at
ice cold condition. Next, 2 mg of NaBH4 was dissolved in 1 mL of cold
Milli-Q water and 200 μL of cold borohydride solution was added to
the ice-cold solution mixture slowly. The progress of reaction was
monitored using fluorescence spectroscopic and UV−vis studies. After
30−40 min of reaction time, the total solution became reddish in
color. This solution showed a red color luminescence behavior under
an UV torch of wavelength 365 nm. This NC3 solution was used for
all studies without any purification.

These procedures for the preparation of silver quantum clusters are
totally new in phosphate buffer of pH 7.46 in water. This procedure
helps to create blue, green, and red emitting silver quantum clusters
with high quantum yields.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mukherjee and co-workers have reported syntheses of two
different, Ag9 and Ag14, silver quantum clusters stabilized by a
circulatory protein, human serum albumin (HSA).7 However,
we report three different, Ag5, Ag8, and Ag13, silver quantum
clusters using a bio-active peptide glutathione (in its reduced
form) at physiological pH using the same reducing agent, same
stabilizing ligand and same solvent system. Moreover, the red
emitting silver quantum cluster, Ag13, has been utilized for the
selective and sensitive detection of HgII ions in water.

Size-Tuning of Silver Quantum Clusters. The aim of this
work is to tune the size of silver quantum clusters by using the
same solvent, same silver salt precursor, same stabilizing ligand,
and same reducing agent. In this study, different synthetic
techniques (by varying temperature and the concentration of
silver salt precursor) were exploited to synthesize silver
quantum clusters with a wide variation in size. All three
clusters, NC1, NC2, and NC3, were prepared in phosphate
buffer at pH 7.46. However, the ratio of silver salt and
temperature were varied widely. Hot reaction conditions were
employed to prepare NC1 and NC2, but the ice-cold condition
was necessary for the synthesis of NC3 to achieve our target of
different-sized silver clusters. As a consequence, different
quantum clusters exhibit different fluorescence color emission
namely blue, green and red for NC1, NC2, and NC3,
respectively. Detailed study of these clusters is mentioned in
the succeeding section.

UV−Vis Study. Figure 1 shows photographs of various light
emitting (blue, green, and red) silver clusters upon the
irradiation of corresponding clusters at 365 nm wavelength.

Figure 1. Emissive nature of the silver quantum clusters in presence of
UV light at irradiation at 365 nm.
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Figure S1 (Supporting Information) reveals UV−vis absorption
spectra of the corresponding silver clusters. Kinetics of the
formation of blue (NC1) and green (NC2) emitting silver
quantum clusters are shown in Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting
Information), respectively. No significant absorption band in
the visible region corresponding to the blue emitting (NC1)
silver cluster is observed from the Figure S2 (Supporting
Information) and this is supported by previous experimental
results by other groups.46 Figures 2a, 3a, and 4a show
photographs of the kinetics of formation of NC1, NC2, and
NC3, respectively, taken at different time intervals. No
significant absorption band in UV−vis for NC2 was also
observed initially. However, a small absorption peak was found
at 300 nm after the completion of green emitting (NC2) cluster
formation (Figure S3, Supporting Information). This suggests
that the cluster size is small for either blue or green emitting
clusters consisting of only a few atoms of silver.47 However,
initially, two absorption bands were observed during the
process of synthesis of red emitting (NC3) quantum cluster at
485 and 530 nm (Figure S4, Supporting Information) and the

intensity of the 530 nm absorption peak was increased
gradually with respect to time. The presence of an absorption
band in the visible region clearly suggests the presence of
several silver atoms within the cluster and the cluster size is
bigger than the blue or green emitting cluster.48 Time
dependent color changes and formation of NC1, NC2, and
NC3 clusters under visible light as well as under UV light are
shown in Figures 2a,b, 3a,b, and 4a,b, indicating intense blue,
green, and red color emissions, respectively.

Fluorescence Study. All three clusters emit different colors
as it is evident from respective fluorescence studies. Figures 2c,
3c, and 4c show time dependent formation of all these clusters
NC1, NC2, and NC3, respectively. It takes some time to
exhibit fluorescence emission for all three clusters and after the
completion of the formation, the fluorescence intensity reaches
its maximum value. Photoluminescence emission (PL) and
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra of these clusters
are shown in Figure 5. The blue emitting cluster (NC1) shows
a fluorescence emission peak at 430 nm with a small hump at
500 nm and the corresponding PLE is observed at 347 nm. The

Figure 2. Time dependent color changes and formation of NC1 silver quantum cluster (a) under visible light, (b) under UV light, and (c)
fluorescence spectroscopic emission profiles of the formation kinetics of NC1.

Figure 3. . Time dependent color changes and formation of NC2 silver quantum cluster (a) under visible light, (b) under UV light, and (c)
fluorescence spectroscopic emission profiles of the formation kinetics of NC2.

Figure 4. Time dependent color changes and formation of NC3 silver quantum cluster (a) under visible light, (b) under UV light and (c)
fluorescence spectroscopic emission profiles of the formation kinetics of the red emitting cluster NC3.
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green emitting cluster NC2 shows a fluorescence emission peak
at 505 nm and PLE is observed at 373 and 335 nm, whereas the
red emitting cluster shows a fluorescence emission peak at 700
nm with a PLE at 442 and 527 nm. Emission profiles of these
clusters with different excitation wavelengths are shown in
Figure S5, S6, and S7 (Supporting Information) for NC1, NC2,
and NC3, respectively, to examine whether these emissions are
real or not. The position of fluorescence emission peak has not
been changed with different excitation wavelengths suggesting
the fluorescence emissions are real in nature.
Fluorescence quantum yield of these clusters have been

estimated to be 2.08% for NC1 with the help of reference dye
quinine sulphate, 0.125% for NC2 with respect to quinine
sulphate, and 1.39% for NC3 with the help of reference dye
atto 520. Estimated quantum yields (for NC1 and NC3) are
almost comparable with the previously reported quantum yield
for a red emitting silver quantum cluster stabilized by
glutathione.49 This quantum yield is also comparable to our
previously reported quantum yield for silver quantum cluster
stabilized by a gelator peptide inside the gel matrix.50

Fluorescence excited state average life times of these clusters
have been estimated by using excited-emission wavelengths at
340−430, 370−500, and 440−700 nm for NC1, NC2, and
NC3 silver clusters, respectively. Fluorescence excited state
average life times of these clusters have been estimated to be
1.31 ns for NC1, 5.55 ns for NC2, and 0.5 ns for NC3. Decay
profiles of these clusters are shown in the Figure 6. pH stability

of these three clusters was also checked by using fluorescence
spectroscopy. The blue emitting cluster (NC1) is stable from
pH 5.60 to pH 11.00 (Figure S8, Supporting Information),
whereas the green emitting cluster (NC2) is very stable at pH
5.60 to pH 13.20 (Figure S9, Supporting Information) and the
red emitting cluster (NC3) is stable between pH 5.60 to pH
11.00 (Figure S10, Supporting Information). All clusters are
stable at physiological pH 7.46 and they exhibit extreme
stability at pH 5.60.

Transmission Electron Microscopic Study. Transmis-
sion electron microscopic study of these as-synthesized clusters
reveals that the majority of these particles are ≤2 nm in size
(Figure 7a,c,e). Figure 7b,d,f shows the particle size distribution

of the corresponding blue, green, and red emitting clusters. The
HR-TEM image and the corresponding electron diffraction
analysis of NC3 are shown in Figure 7g,h, respectively. All these
clusters exhibit a narrow size distribution pattern, as it is
evident from Figure 7b,d,f.

FT-IR Study. FT-IR spectral analyses were performed to get
insight about the linkage pattern of the Ag atoms with the
stabilizing ligand (reduced glutathione). The ligand shows a
peak at 2526 cm−1 corresponding to the −SH group (Figure
S11, Supporting Information). After the formation of the silver
cluster, no peak was observed at 2526 cm−1. This clearly
suggests the involvement of the −SH group in the stabilization
of silver quantum clusters.

Figure 5. Photoluminescence emission (PL) and photoluminescence
excitation (PLE) spectra of three different Ag clusters NC1, NC2, and
NC3. The emission of each cluster is indicated by the corresponding
color.

Figure 6. Fluorescence decay profile of the NC3 (average life time:
NC1 = 1.31 ns, NC2 = 5.55 ns, and NC3 = 0.5 ns).

Figure 7. TEM images of (a) NC1, (c) NC2, and (e) NC3, particle
size distribution diagram of (b) NC1, (d) NC2, and (f) NC3 obtained
from their corresponding TEM images, (g) HR-TEM image of the
NC3 (enlarged view showing the lattice fringe) and (h) the selected
area electron diffraction analysis of the red emitting cluster NC3
suggesting the (222) lattice plane responsible for silver quantum
cluster formation.
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MALDI-TOF MS Analysis. The exact size of these silver
quantum clusters were determined by using MALDI-TOF MS
analyses. Number of silver atoms present within the clusters
was determined by using 2, 5-dihydroxy benzoic acid as a
matrix in MALDI-TOF MS analyses (Figure 8). The NC1

(blue emitting) is composed of five atoms, NC2 (green
emitting) is composed of 8 atoms and NC3 (red emitting) is
composed of 13 atoms of silver along with some ligands.
According to MALDI-TOF MS analysis the presence of peak
for NC1 at m/z 1833 is corresponding to the [Ag5L4 + 2Na +
H2O]

+, the peak for NC2 at 1856 is corresponding to the
[Ag8L3 + 4H2O]

+, and another peak for NC3 at 3285 is
corresponding to the [Ag13L6 + K]+ along with another
identified fragmented peak at m/z 2961 corresponding to the
[Ag10L6 + K]+. This is the first report of synthesis of Ag5, Ag8,
and Ag13 clusters using the same ligand, same reducing agent,
same silver salt precursor and same solvent system to the best
of our knowledge.
Metal Ion Sensing. It is interesting to note that the red

emitting silver quantum cluster NC3 has been nicely utilized for
selective and sensitive detection of toxic HgII in water by using
fluorescence spectroscopy, UV−vis spectroscopy, and iso-
thermal titration calorimetry. The as-synthesized silver cluster
NC3 is reddish pink in color and after the addition of HgII ions
it becomes colorless and it is observed also through naked eyes
(Figure S12, Supporting Information). Similarly, the fluores-
cence intensity of this as-prepared red emitting silver cluster is
decreased gradually by the gradual addition of HgII ions in
water. The minimum detectable limit of fluorescence
quenching is estimated to be 126 nM HgII ions and the
addition of 6.11 μM of HgII ions causes almost complete
quenching of fluorescence intensity of the silver cluster (Figure
9). It is interesting also to examine the selectivity of aqueous
HgII ions detection in the presence of other metal ions
including ZnII, CdII, FeII, CaII, MgII, MnII, CuII, SrII, AlIII, NiII,
CoII, PtII, and PbII, as it is evident from Figure S13 (Supporting
Information). CuII and PbII show very small quenching of the
fluorescence intensity compared to that of HgII ions (Figure
S13, Supporting Information). However, other metal ions are
totally silent toward the fluorescence quenching of the NC3
quantum cluster. Relative fluorescence intensity of the silver
quantum cluster is plotted toward the effect of other metal ions
and it is shown in Figure S13 (Supporting Information). The
Stern−Volmer plot (Figure S14, Supporting Information)

reveals the efficiency of quenching and the value of the
Stern−Volmer constant for quenching of silver cluster
fluorescence is estimated to be 5.61 × 105 M−1. UV−vis
spectroscopic study is also used to examine the sensing of HgII

ions by the red emitting silver cluster. The absorption band at
530 nm is gradually quenched after the gradual addition of HgII

ions (Figure S15, Supporting Information). This absorption
band is almost disappeared after the addition of 6.11 μM of
HgII ions into the cluster. The lower limit of detection of
aqueous HgII ions sensing is 245 nM by using the UV−vis
spectroscopic study. Time dependent UV−vis absorption and
fluorescence emission spectral changes are shown in Figure S16
(Supporting Information) in the presence of HgII ions (3.7
μM). It is evident from Figure S16 (Supporting Information)
that fluorescence quenching and absorption quenching occur
with respect to the progress of time at 3.7 μM concentration of
HgII ions. Among the used metal ions for the sensing study,
only CuII and PbII show very small quenching of fluorescence.
However, HgII shows total quenching of fluorescence. The
quenching of fluorescence intensity may occur due to the
binding interaction of the carboxylate group with the free metal
ions (HgII) or the sulfur with the free metal ions (HgII). If the
quenching of fluorescence of red emitting silver quantum
cluster occurs through the interaction with sulfur and/or
carboxylate group, the above mentioned metal ions are
expected to reduce the fluorescence of red emitting silver
quantum cluster. However, ZnII and CdII are totally silent about
fluorescence quenching and very small quenching occurs for
CuII and PbII (Figure S13, Supporting Information). These
observations totally ruled out the possibility of fluorescence
quenching due to the interaction with sulpher and/or
carboxylate group with metal ions. Moreover, thiol is not free
as it is attached with the silver quantum cluster. This conclusion
has been supported by the FT-IR data shown in Figure S11
(Supporting Information) and mentioned in the FT-IR Study
section. The involvement of nitrogen is nil. This is because the
synthesis of silver cluster was carried out at pH 7.46. At this pH,
most of these amino groups are protonated in glutathione to
form −NH3

(+) (ammonium ions) as the pKa value of the amine
part of glutathione is 9.49. This precludes the participation of
the nitrogen atom present in the glutathione as a chelating
agent as the lone pair of nitrogen is already being used to form
the −NH3

(+) (ammonium ions).51 Thus, only free carboxylic

Figure 8. MALDI TOF MS analyses of three (NC1, NC2 and NC3)
clusters in 2,5-dihydroxy benzoic acid.

Figure 9. Fluorescence quenching of NC3 upon the gradual addition
of HgII ions as indicated in the figure.
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acid and thiol groups can engage in chelating silver for the
stabilization of the silver cluster.52 Thus, interaction between
functional groups of glutathione (amine, carboxylic acid or
thiol) and HgII ions cannot explain the fluorescence quenching
of the silver cluster. The explanation for the fluorescence
quenching of the silver cluster in the presence of mercury ions
lies somewhere else. This can be explained in light of metal−
metal interactions. The metal center has a d10 electronic
configuration and it can participate in a strong interaction with
the closed-shell d10 electronic configuration of the other metal
ion, as suggested by a previous theoretical calculation.53 This
d10−d10 interaction is popularly known as metallophilic
interaction.54 In this study, the fluorescence quenching can
be due to the strong 4d10−5d10 metallophilic interaction
between the silver quantum cluster and HgII ions in water.55

This leads to the aggregation of this cluster to a bigger size and
this causes the quenching of fluorescence (Figure S17,
Supporting Information). The very strong interaction of the
silver quantum cluster with the HgII ions can result in an
enthalpy change after addition of the HgII ions. The enthalpy
obtained for the proposed interaction between the silver cluster
and HgII ions is high (2508 KJ mol−1). However, the enthalpy
change is 5852 KJ mol−1 due to the interaction between
glutathione and HgII ions and this is much higher than enthalpy
change for silver cluster and HgII ion interaction.56 The higher
value of the enthalpy change between the peptide and HgII ions
indicates a strong binding of glutathione with the HgII ion.
However, the enthalpy change for the interaction between the
silver quantum cluster and HgII ions is much less than that of
the glutathione−HgII system. This indicates the very good
stabilization of the silver cluster by the bio-active peptide
glutathione. The enthalpy change for the Ag cluster−HgII
interaction is almost half of the enthalpy change for the
glutathione−HgII complex, thus it can be mentioned that there
is a possibility that HgII forms a 1:2 complex with free
glutathione, whereas only a 1:1 interacting species is possible
for the formation of the glutathione−Ag cluster complex. The
interaction between the silver nanomaterial and HgII ions has
also been considered previously by several research
groups.57−59 However, in this study, we have correlated the
interaction between the silver quantum cluster and HgII ions by
using the measurement of thermodynamic properties (enthalpy
change) during the process of interaction. The interaction
between the peptide stabilized silver cluster with HgII ions also
causes a considerable amount of heat change and this is
determined by isothermal titration calorimetry. This heat
change experiment was repeated several times to check its
reproducibility. Enthalpy change (ΔH) during this process is
2508 KJ mol−1 (determined from the difference between the
two inflection points) (Figure S18, Supporting Information).

■ CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates the synthesis of three different sized
new silver clusters exhibiting blue, green, and red emission in
water at physiological pH using the same silver salt (AgNO3),
the same reducing agent (NaBH4), the same stabilizing agent
(glutathione reduced form), and the same solvent system. This
procedure is easy to handle, economically viable, and it is
without the involvement of any toxic agents. This is a
wonderful example of tuning the fluorescence emission from
blue to red through green just by either changing the
temperature or by varying the concentration of silver salt
used. MALDI-TOF MS analyses show three different cluster

sizes Ag5 (blue), Ag8 (green), and Ag13 (red). Moreover, this
red emitting fluorescent cluster exhibits highly selective and
very sensitive detection of toxic HgII ions in water.
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